Unknown Magic (Daughter of Prophecy Book 1)

Discovering she is a Tuatha De Danann straight from Irish Mythology, turns Meganâ€™s life
upside down. As if that was not enough, an arrogant, drop-dead gorgeous man tells her she is
his mate.Seamus escaped his mysterious captors seventeen years earlier, taking a little girl
with him and returning her to her home. Returning to the one location he considers his safe
haven, he recognizes Megan as the young child he rescued. Only now, she is stunning enough
to make him forget, almost, just how treacherous his life is.Megan soon realizes fighting her
attraction for Seamus is a losing battle. But when the people hunting Seamus track them
down, Megan and Seamus are faced with a much more immediate and deadly threatâ€”a
struggle for the lives of all the Tuatha De Danann. Can they overcome their pursuers and win?
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With the help of a satyr and a daughter of Athena, Percy must journey across the When
Thalia's tree is mysteriously poisoned, the magical borders of Camp an important discovery:
two powerful half-bloods whose parentage is unknown. face their most dangerous challenge
yet: the chilling prophecy of the titan's curse.
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